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     This business plan introduces the project of Compass Intelligent Guider for A 
company. It conduct a detailed analysis of the  project of Compass Intelligent Guider 
by the perspectives of corporation’s  market environment and marketing project 
planning, financing budget & return of the investment etc. The aim is to acquire 
investment capital from government and venture capital .It will help A Company 
establish strong market and R &D team ,finally promote the marketing and customer 
service . 
      This a year is the implementation of the "Twelve-Five" plan in the first year of 
years, the Compass industry also belong to “Twelve-Five”plan ,so our project have 
great political environment . Currently it is in the initial stage of intelligent 
guide ,the competition is not stiff, there are many blank area in domestic market. 
The Compass intelligent guide can use the differentiation market strategy to 
capture blank market like Fujian and others 5 A class tourist spot market, once they 
headed into blank market ,they will be able to improve the awareness of the product . 
With the increasement of People’s income, the tourism Tourism will have a greater 
prosperity, people pay more attention to tourism like sightseeing and exhibition hall. 
People also become more independently and long for personalized traveling , so they 
choose travel route by their idea. The COMPASS Navigation Satellite System has 
become one of fast developing and most important technologies in the satellite 
navigation industry. High efficiency, real-time and excellent accuracy are its 
advantage. So it is easy and accurate to realize orientation for guide in tour. All 
in all, the Compass Navigation Satellite has many obvious advantage in 
intelligence and great practicality so that it is of great practical and application 
prospect to apply to guide system. 
This article is based on the data from the market survey , by using the theories 
of strategy management, marketing, fiancé analysis method . We offer some 
















planning and development goals. According to the prediction of the company's 
income statement the next five years, we use dynamic investment recovery period, net 
present value approach and the internal rate of return to test the feasibility of the 
project. We finish the investment risks analysis of this project by using the 
quantitative and qualitative analysis and finally put forward the corresponding 
countermeasures. 
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斯和法国的特华都全面配备了 GPS 自动导游系统, 并以出租的方式给游客使用
[7]
。 
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